JUNGLE TWIST
Spinning coasters have been a great attraction in the carnival industry. The problem: they require
many trucks and they’re only able to ride adults and larger teenagers. They may look spectacular, but
who can afford to move them every week and use them in every spot? Plus you’re missing out on a large
part of your customer base….children and the adults that accompany them.
The JUNGLE TWIST is a great ride for teenagers, children and parents. Based on the easy to
move WISDOM roller coaster, the JUNGLE TWIST is a fun, low-maintenance, high grossing ride. As
with all of WISDOM’S roller coaster designs, the scenery is a beautiful marquee that stands out on every
midway.
While the train is stopped in the station, each car locks so that all the cars are facing to the front,
making it easy for kids and parents to get in and out of the cars. Each lap bar swings closed to securely
restrain kids and the passengers seated while the ride is operated. Once the ride is loaded the operator
releases the air locking mechanism allowing the cars to freely spin and starts the train. As a coaster goes
around the track, gravity and banking of the track causes each car to spin. Each car spins at different times
and in different speeds as they travel around the 60 foot oval track.
Parents and children both fit comfortably in each spinning coaster car. One adult and three
children can easily fit in each car.
When it’s time to set up, no problem. The JUNGLE TWIST is extremely portable and can be set
up by two people, in only two hours. Custom tracks are available to fit your operation, clients, and the
level of thrill you want.
The JUNGLE TWIST is a great high grossing ride on every midway. Young and old alike enjoy
the thrill of riding in a spinning coaster. With the WISDOM JUNGLE TWIST, your return on investment
and the children’s excitement will continue to grow for many years to come.
DIMENSIONS
Fence to fence

66’ Long x 28’ Deep
28’ High

Drive Unit

9 HP / 3 Phase
8.25 KW

Cars

5 Cars
3 Adults per car
or 4 Children

Trailer
Mounting

28’ Long x 8’6” Wide x
13’5” High
21,000 lbs. gross weight
Single 10k axle

Lighting

488 10-watt Italian lights
11.25 KW 3-phase 208 V
5-1500 watt- Quartz lights

SEATING

15 Adults or
15 Adults & Children
20 Children

Options

Custom track designs
available

Total

20.5 KW

HOURLY

650 Passengers
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